
 
 

 
PART IV

EXPOSING SCIENTOLOGY
or

“OPERATION FREAKOUT”
 

 
 



Framed
 
In 1972, when I was 30 years old, I found myself facing 15 years in
jail for something I did not do. The thought of spending even one
night in jail terrified me, but there was something that worried me
even more. Every man I had ever slept with, every joint I had ever
smoked, everything bad I had ever done, was likely to be splashed in
page-one newspaper stories in New York where I lived. My writing
career would be destroyed. I would be embarrassed before all of my
friends.

Worst of all, my adopted parents, the Coopers, would be
ashamed of me. All my life, I had tried to make them proud of me, so
they would never regret having taken me out of a Belgian orphanage
and bringing me to America.  They had saved me after my birth
parents had been killed in Auschwitz during World War II.

And now, they would be publicly humiliated over the daughter
they were so proud of, and in front of the very friends they had so
often boasted to about me.  They would read shocking stories about
me in the papers.

And some of them would be true.
 

It had all started four years earlier, in 1968, when I was dating a
tall, slightly balding fellow copywriter at BBDO named Bruce. One
evening, at his place, he confessed to me that he had joined a group
called Scientology.

“Why?” I asked, curious.
“It showed me who I was in a past life,” he replied casually.
I tried not to show my surprise. “Who were you?” I innocently

asked.
“Jesus Christ.”
Christ? I was alarmed.  Was this nice Jewish boy I was dating

bat-shit crazy?  I couldn’t get out of his apartment fast enough.  But



the next morning, I began to view what he told me as a possible
story. I was a wannabe investigative reporter, looking to write
something that would make a difference in this world in a good way.

Frankly, I was also looking for another story that would make a
big splash, as my stowaway story had.  Earlier that year, I had
successfully stowed away on the Leonardo da Vinci in order to write
an unusual travel article. The story of my voyage was appearing then
in articles all over the world, and it was exciting. And lucrative.

Writing an exposé on Scientology began to be more and more
appealing. I already knew a tiny bit about it, because I had read a
book about cults when I was in my teens and it was known as
Dianetics.  Cults had interested me ever since.  During my college
years at Brandeis, I had spent a summer at Harvard studying
comparative religion. I had also just received a master’s degree in
psychology, and the mentality of those ensnared by deviant groups
intrigued me.

I started asking around about Scientology. No one knew much
about them other than that they were attracting a lot of young
people.  Finally, I heard from a friend who knew a former member
who had tried to speak out against Scientology after he left. And he
had received death threats.

If I had given it any real thought, I would have quit then. But in
those days, I was so naïve – and rash – that a little bit of danger just
made me want to investigate Scientology even more.

Researching anything, especially Scientology, was difficult
before the Internet. The few early articles on them – no doubt
negative – had been clipped out of the libraries’ magazines. But then
I learned that the FDA had gone after Scientology five years earlier
for practicing medicine without a license.  They had collected
thousands of documents, mostly writings by their leader, L. Ron
Hubbard, and they were available to the public. 

So, I went down to Washington, D.C., and spent weeks going
through the files.  Unfortunately, I closed my eyes as to what would



happen to me by dismissing as hyperbolic some of Hubbard’s
statements. Like the one that said that opponents of Scientology are
“fair game...” and that they may be… “injured by any means by any
Scientologist…[and] may be tricked, sued, or lied to, or destroyed.”
 

I managed to get enough information on Scientology to piece
together an article.  In it, I revealed such facts as that their self-
aggrandizing leader, L. Ron Hubbard, was a liar, a phony, a college
dropout despite his claimed Ph.D., and a bigamist. That their e-
meter, which is the basis of their “treatment,” produced questionable
results. That Charles Manson had been a student of Scientology.
That their members were prodded to reveal their deepest secrets,
which were then written down and revealed if the members caused
trouble later.  And more.

Scientology was big in England then, so I sold an article to a
prestigious UK publication, Queen, now Harpers. I didn’t see the
piece when it was published because I was living in the U.S. But
early in December 1969, when I picked up the telephone and
received my first death threat, I rightly suspected that my story had
appeared.

Undaunted, I continued researching until I had enough material
for a book. I titled it, The Scandal of Scientology. When I finished the
first draft, I put it on the floor of my overcrowded apartment. My tiny
teacup Yorkie, Tiki, my first dog, mistook it for the paper she
sometimes peed on and urinated on it.  Not a good sign, I thought.

Even so, I prepared for publication in 1970.
One possible problem I foresaw that I might have with

Scientology was a photograph. I had stopped dating Bruce after his
bizarre revelation. But I remembered that I had once posed for a
Polaroid photo for him in what I jokingly always called my “virginity
nightgown.”

By today’s standards, it was a tame photo. All one could see
was the silhouette of my naked body underneath a semi-sheer white



nightgown. But I didn’t want any Scientologist to have anything on
me once my book came out.

I called Bruce for the first time since his weird proclamation and
got the photo back from him. With that, I figured I had taken care of
anything they could use against me.  Little did I realize that if they
didn’t have anything on me, they would simply make it up.
 

I had trouble finding a publisher because Scientology was rightly
known to be extremely litigious in those days. But my agent for over
30 years (now deceased), found a small house, Tower Books, who
agreed to publish my book. They would soon regret it after five
lawsuits were filed against them by Scientology. They got everything
dismissed – except the one that named me as a defendant. They left
me to fight and pay for it at my own expense.

Adding to my burgeoning legal troubles, I was also fighting a
Queen magazine lawsuit. A writ had personally been served on me
by David Gaiman, then public relations head of Scientology in
England.  (David’s son, writer Neil Gaiman, would later become a
famous writer.)

Having to fight two lawsuits against me was dispiriting, at best,
but I remember it as mostly a happy time. I was achieving my dream
from when I was around eight years old and decided that I wanted to
write in order to make my adopted parents proud of me. 

Now, in the spring of 1971, barely past 30 years old, I had
articles appearing in top publications, such as TV Guide,
Cosmopolitan, The New York Times, and The Washington Post. I
also had four books out or about to be published, including the
Scientology exposé.

But my happiness was tempered when the Scientology book
came out, and near-constant harassment of me began. I kept getting
obscene phone calls after they had their people put my name and
phone number on men’s bathroom walls all over the city, with notes
saying things like “For a hot time, call…”



When I went out, Scientologists would follow me, photograph
me, and shout in my face. They knew where I would be because I
found what appeared to have been a tap placed on my phone wires
in the basement of my brownstone building at 16 East 80th Street.

I had moved to East 80th from Greenwich Village in disgust over
all the passed-out druggies on the Village streets. This
neighborhood, between Madison and 5th Avenue, was elegant, and, I
thought, safe. But now, I was beginning to worry about my ground-
floor studio that faced the street.  It had only a few metal bars to
protect me from the outside. I knew it would be easy for a
Scientologist to throw a Molotov cocktail in through my window.

Still, I wasn’t that frightened yet, because I thought
Scientologists were just silly people, who were doing mostly dumb
things to try to scare me. But not hurt me.
 

That changed on December 19, 1972.  My second cousin, Joy,
an attractive slim short-haired brunette, regularly came to my place
after she was finished working at Bloomingdale’s.  She would
change her clothes, chat with me, write her mother who was living in
California, and then leave to spend the night at her boyfriend’s place
a couple of blocks away.  That way, she maintained the fiction for her
parents that she was rooming with me, and not living with him, which
in 1972 would have been frowned upon.

One day while I was out, probably walking Tiki, Joy was in my
apartment alone. Someone buzzed my door.  Joy opened it to a well-
dressed light-skinned black man in a camel-haired coat.  He was
holding some long paper wrapped like a funnel, so it looked like
there were flowers inside there.  He unwrapped the “flowers” and
pulled out a gun that was hidden in the paper. He put the gun to the
back of Joy’s neck and cocked the trigger. The gun was either empty
or it misfired. He then



began choking her, but Joy managed to break away and start
screaming, which made him flee.
 

Cousin Joy who was attacked
 

Shaken, she called the police.  They said they were mystified by
the attack. Since there was no robbery or rape attempt, they couldn’t
understand the motive.

I, however, was pretty sure I knew. My fear notched up several
levels as I wondered whether my enemies were so benign after all.

 

Barbara Lewis
 

I decided to move from my easy-to-enter brownstone to a
higher-security building. I asked my closest girlfriend for help.  She
was a writer named Barbara Lewis, a beautiful long-haired brunette,



who favored sexy satiny clothes for evenings, and colored glasses
for daytime. She lived in what was my dream apartment building: the
Churchill, a posh high-rise at 39th Street between 2nd & 3rd Avenue. It
had marble elevators, a rooftop swimming pool, and a phalanx of
white-gloved doormen. Apartments cost more than what I was
paying, but my parents helped out with the difference each month
after Barbara found me a lovely L-shaped studio.

I secretly moved in, certain that the Scientologists couldn’t harm
me now. Until the morning when Barbara paid one of her frequent
visits to my apartment. “You better look at this,” she said gravely as
she handed me a poorly mimeographed piece of paper.

I almost threw up as I read it.  It said that the neighbors should
get me removed from the building, because I was a “part-time
prostitute with venereal disease.” Along with those lies was an odd,
and also untrue statement that I had a “swollen tongue.” I didn’t, but I
did have slight striations on my tongue, known as a “geographic”
tongue. It may have been a remnant of a lack of vitamins when I was
young and living in orphanages during the war.

Few people knew that there was anything unusual about my
tongue. But as I read the letter, I recalled that there was someone
who knew about it: L. Ron Hubbard Jr.  The Scientology leader’s
son, commonly known as “Nibs.”

Nibs Hubbard had come to me the previous summer saying he
was estranged from his father. He asked me to ghostwrite for him the
foreword to a book coming out by a former Scientologist who had
ended up in a mental institution after his stint in Scientology.

I was living at home with my parents in Mamaroneck that
summer, while I was recovering from a painful fibroid/oophorectomy
operation. Nibs visited each day for about a month, giving me
unflattering information about his father, which I put into the
foreword.

As I read the smear letter to the building, I remembered a
conversation I once had with Nibs while I was licking an ice cream



cone.  “What’s wrong with your tongue?” he asked me. I told him
about my geographic tongue. But how did Scientology learn about
that? Had Nibs gone over to the dark side – Scientology – after
working with me?
 

It was soon after the smear letter that the FBI showed up
unannounced in my new apartment.  They had briefly visited me a
few months earlier, in December 1972, at my old place. During that
earlier visit, a tall and thin agent kept wildly looking around as if he
expected to find a dead body stuffed in my bookcase. The other
agent, who I decided was a pompous jerk, was named Bruce
Brotman.

 

First bomb threat
 

Brotman informed me that the head of Scientology in New York,
James Meisler, claimed he had received two bomb threats.  He said
Meisler had named me and the other anti-Scientology author, the
one who had ended up in a mental institution, as the most likely
suspects to have sent the threats.

I snorted.  “That means they sent it to themselves,” I told him. I
explained that if Meisler was truly fearful about receiving threats, he



would have given the FBI the names of their real enemies among the
many enraged former members.  Not just two people whom they
wanted to harass and get rid of.

Before they left, I agreed to be fingerprinted, which was a bit
messy, but kind of fun.

 

Second bomb threat
 

I mentally dismissed Scientology sending the feds to visit me as
just more harassment by them. I wasn’t even worried after I received
a subpoena to appear before a federal Grand Jury in the Southern
District of New York.  Actually, I was kind of excited about it, and
merrily went off without an attorney, thinking I was being called as an
expert witness on Scientology. 

When I entered, I saw that on one side of the room, under a
photo of Nixon, were a couple of dozen jurors.  They were seated on
a few levels, stadium-style, with two large American flags on
opposite ends of the risers.

I looked up and smiled at them.  No one smiled back.
There was a long empty table in the center of the room. Seated

there was the Assistant DA in charge of the case, John D. Gordon



III.  He was a pale slim man with a habit of slightly shaking his leg
when he seemed nervous.

He wasted no time after I sat down. “You are the target of this
investigation of bomb threats sent to Scientology,” he immediately –
and ominously – intoned.

I couldn’t believe what he was saying. I started shaking slightly,
and a metallic taste started filling my mouth.

I barely had time to recover from that, when what he told me
next frightened me even more. Besides the possibility that I would be
fined $15,000 for sending the threats, he told me, “You face five
years in jail for each of the bomb threat letters if there’s more than
one. Plus, five additional years for perjury if you deny before the
Grand Jury that you did it, and the jury decides you did.”

I didn’t know what to say. I was so stunned. I tried to appear
normal, but my insides were churning, and I felt as if I was being
sucked into a vortex. “What should I do?” I asked him, confused.

“I will arrange for you to return here after you obtain legal
representation,” he replied, as if he was doing me a favor.
 

I immediately had to hire criminal lawyers to defend me at a
second Grand Jury appearance. Every firm I interviewed wanted a
nonrefundable $5,000 retainer – the equivalent of $13,000 today – to
represent me.  And I learned that all these lawyers do is prepare you
for your appearance. Your lawyer isn’t even allowed in the Grand
Jury room with you.

Five thousand dollars was all I had left – money I had earned
primarily from the articles I wrote about my stowing away.  That little
nest egg I had hoped would provide a cushion for me during lean
writing times. Now, I had to use all of it to retain a criminal attorney
firm.

Once I did, they immediately set out to learn what was going on.
The lawyer I would end up working the most with was Gordon. He
would only tell my lawyers that two bomb threats were involved, and



that the government had “serious evidence against your client.” But
he wouldn’t say what it was.

I was enraged that I could be in danger of being indicted, based
on evidence the government wouldn’t reveal to me, over two letters I
hadn’t seen, and that had been mailed on dates I didn’t know. I was
just starting to do some travel writing then, and I might have been
out of town when the letters were mailed, and the whole matter
moot.  Plus, I would have saved $5,000.

I don’t know which was greater: my anger over losing all my
money; my rage at the injustice; or my panic at the possible
consequences.

Not to mention the terrifying possibility of my being locked up in
jail. As a small and thin woman, I feared I would be an easy target
for aggressive female prisoners.
 

The night before the second Grand Jury, Gordon sent the bomb
threat letters, and the envelopes they came in, over to my lawyers. I
breathed a sigh of relief when I read them.  The letters were so
illiterate, and the content so puerile, that no one could seriously think
an intelligent writer would send out such Mickey Mouse crap like
that.

“This is so obviously a frame-up attempt against me,” I said to
my lawyer as I pointed out the references Scientology included to
make it look like I had written it. Like “books,” and “Hitler,” and the
pain from my operation the previous summer. I also pointed out that
one of the letters, purporting to have been written by me, included
that same incorrect statement supposedly about me: “My tongue is
swollen.” I explained that whoever wrote those bomb threats wrote
the smear letter to my building. And I had no doubt who that was.

“What evidence against me could they possibly have?” I asked
my lawyer. We briefly considered but dismissed the possibility that
my fingerprint could be on one of the letters.  “Impossible,” I replied.
“I’ve never seen those letters before you just showed them to me.”



We decided that the evidence was that the letters – one of
which was typed on thin paper that I didn’t recognize – were
probably typed on my home typewriter.  I was prepared to explain to
the Grand Jury that I was pretty casual about who came into my
apartment in those days.  I was so trusting that I had even sent Nibs
there a couple of times the previous summer to pick up some
material we needed for the foreword I was ghostwriting.
 

While I was sitting outside the Grand Jury waiting to testify, I
saw the ahem, Reverend James Meisler, the Scientology
complainant, walking out of the jury room. He was wearing a long
black clerical-looking garb, and a cross so large it reached halfway
down his chest. He smiled at me evilly. Next, Bruce Brotman, the FBI
agent, went in, and he avoided my eyes when he came out a few
minutes later. Not a good sign, I thought to myself.

Then it was my turn. I found myself back in the same room as
the earlier time.  Same jurors. Same dank smell of too many people
and too little ventilation.  Same prosecutor. Gordon started by asking
me several baseline questions: “What is your name?” “What is your
address?” before moving on to a more alarming one:

“Are you under the influence of drugs or alcohol?” It was then
that I saw that his Ieg was starting to shake a bit as he handed me
the two cellophane-wrapped letters. “Have you ever seen these
letters before yesterday?” he asked me:

“No,” I said.
“Have you ever touched these letters?” he asked.
“No.”
“Have you written these letters?” 
“Definitely not.” 
Then, with his leg shaking even more.  he asked me: “If you’ve

never written, seen, or touched these letters, then please explain to
the jurors how your fingerprint got on one of them?”



I was so stunned – and horrified – that the room instantly went
black. During those next few seconds of darkness, in which I either
fainted sitting up or had a mini-stroke, my head spun down and
around as if I was in a washing machine.

When the light came back on in my head, I quickly pulled myself
together, knowing that the jurors were carefully monitoring my
reaction. I managed to muster a slight raising of my lips in a
simulated smile, but inside I was crying.  And dying, because I knew
then that my world would never be the same.
 

When I woke up the next morning, I was more sanguine. I told
myself that since I had told the whole truth, and had been fully
forthcoming when I testified before the jurors, everything would turn
out all right. Gordon had to have believed me when I honestly said
that I had never seen those letters before my lawyers showed them
to me.

I was wrong. “Gordon thinks you lied before the Grand Jury,” my
lawyer told me when I went in to see him later that day.

I was so shocked that I started shaking. “Doesn’t he understand
that this is just part of Scientology’s harassment of me?” I asked.

“Yes.  But he thinks what they’ve been doing to you drove you
over the edge,” he said. 

“Did you tell him about the letter to the Churchill and the bomb
threats, both wrongly saying I had a ‘swollen tongue’? They had to
be sent by the same people.”

“Yes, he thinks you sent both.”
“Whaaat?” I asked. “Why would I call myself a prostitute, and try

to get myself kicked out of my own building?”
My lawyer sighed. “You must understand that the government

assumes that people who send bomb threats are considered to be
crazy. So there doesn’t have to be a rational explanation for anything
you do.”    
How could I fight that?



And what he told me next sent chills down my spine. “We have
to prepare for you to be indicted,” he said somberly.

“Indicted!” I couldn’t believe what I was hearing. The word itself
made me shiver. I knew that most people don’t know that an
indictment just means you’ve been charged with a crime.  They
automatically assume that someone who has been indicted is guilty.

And I feared then that even if I wasn’t convicted, I would still
have the dreaded word “indicted” over my head for the rest of my
life.
 

Thus began the worst months of my adult life.  I was in a fog of
incapacitating and crippling anxiety.  Even so, I tried to pull myself
together enough to collect some evidence that would prove my
innocence. I first tried hypnosis, hoping that I could remember more
about what was going on in my life when I might have touched some
paper so I could explain the fingerprint.

The doctor first tested me to see if I was hypnotizable.  He stood
behind me. “Fall backward,” he said.  “I’ll catch you.” I couldn’t do it. 
He next ordered me to “Roll your eyes all the way up.” I couldn’t do
that either. He explained that “Some people are not hypnotizable. 
You’re one of them.” That ended the five-minute session. I was billed
in full.

I also hired document examiners to compare the bomb threats
to my typewriter. Some said yes; some said no.  I looked into DNA,
hoping that maybe I could prove the saliva on the stamp wasn’t
mine.  But DNA was too early to be reliable, and it would take
months for any results. Time was something I didn’t have if I was
going to get the case dropped before I was indicted.

I made a deal with a then neophyte private investigator, Tony
Pellicano, for him to try to gather evidence to prove my suspicion
that Nibs was now working clandestinely with Scientology. For
payment, I agreed to ghostwrite a book for him.  Which I did,
knocking out a quick book titled: Are you Bugged?  How to Tell if



You’re being Followed, Tapped, Trapped, or Sexually Entrapped. But
Pellicano never contributed anything substantial to the book, so it
went nowhere. As far as his “investigation” was concerned, he did
nothing, and found nothing.
 

Around April, Gordon asked my lawyers if I would agree to take
a lie detector with one of their examiners, “Gordon said that if you
pass, they’ll drop the case against you,” my lawyer said.

“Sure, I’ll take one,” I said quickly. But before I could say more,
he added, “But if you fail, the government can introduce the negative
results at your trial.”

I didn’t know then – most of the public still doesn’t know – that
lie detectors aren’t much more accurate than flipping a coin. All they
show is how stressed someone is, and people accused of crimes
they didn’t commit, which could destroy and bankrupt them, would
be plenty stressed. As I was.

While I recognized that a negative lie detector test could be
devastating to my defense, I was willing to take any chances to get
the charges against me dismissed.  So, I agreed.  

It was a dreadful decision. From the moment I walked into the
office of Nat Laurendi from Brooklyn, he started shouting at me,
accusing me of sending the bomb threats.  “You’s guilty.  Admit it,”
he shouted.

Confused, I shook my head. “No” I insisted.  “I didn’t do it.”
“Dat’s what dey all say,” he hissed. “Your fingerprints on de

letters.  You’s guilty.”  He kept on like this for about 15 minutes, and I
was unnerved. I learned later that some examiners hurl accusations
at their subjects before they give the test to try to upset them enough
to get them to admit their guilt even before they get on the machine.
But all Laurendi’s shouted accusations did to me was to make me
think I had done it.

Not surprisingly, after I took the test, Laurendi claimed the
machine proved that I was guilty of sending the bomb threats.



And that he would so testify.
 

I failed the lie detector test.  A fingerprint on a bomb threat. I
must admit that I briefly wondered if I was indeed guilty. I had gone
through a period of heavy drinking a few years earlier when I was
working as an advertising copywriter at BBDO. Yes, the binge
drinking in the ad biz was as bad as depicted in the TV show Mad
Men.  Sometimes, the next morning, I had only a vague recollection
of what had happened during a boozy night before.

Could I have written the letters and not remembered it? I
wondered. They certainly sounded like a drunk could have written
them. But I knew that alcohol made me sleepy and mellow, not
hostile. Plus, if I’d been that drunk and hadn’t passed out, I knew I
would have had trouble finding my typewriter, much less type two
letters, plus two envelopes, and then mailing those letters on two
separate days.

Another way I knew that there was no way I had sent those
letters was an odd one. The envelopes included the zip code of the
New York Scientology “org,” as they called them. I never knew what
their zip code was until I saw the bomb threat envelopes at my
lawyer’s office.

Even so, the fact that I was a heavy drinker in those days was
inevitably going to come out and be held against me by a jury.  But
there was something worse that would have come out that would
have destroyed me even more.

I was a secret pot smoker.
In 1973, people’s lives were ruined if it was discovered that they

had smoked even one joint.  I had started smoking weed on
weekends about a year earlier, when I was dating an Assistant
District Attorney named Bob. We were serious enough that we
discussed marriage, and how many children we would have. (He
wanted four; I reluctantly agreed to two.) On weekend evenings, Bob
and I would listen to Roberta Flack, Bette Midler, and Lou Rawls



records – and get stoned. Jurors would have convicted me on that
alone. Especially since marijuana users were believed to be
dangerous and crazy.

And dangerous nuts send bomb threats.
I began to be as scared about what would come out about me at

the trial as I was of the trial itself. Papers like The New York Post and
The Daily News salivated over bizarre cases like mine. I could see
the likely headlines: “Woman who exposes Church accused of
sending them bomb threats.”

The fact that I was attractive, photogenic, and a successful
writer, would make them even more likely to follow the trial. The
publicity would be the end of my writing career. What editor would
give an assignment to someone accused of sending bomb threats to
someone she’d written about?  Especially a “druggie”?
 

Gordon next made an interesting offer, which my lawyer
conveyed to me. “He said that if you will go back before the Grand
Jury, and say you lied the first time, and sent those threats, there will
be no penalty. The government will seal the records, no one will ever
find out about the case, and there will be no trial.  Of course,” he
added to my lawyers, “Paulette should only do that if it’s true, and
she really sent the bomb threats.”

I was in such a state of anxiety, and terror, I would have done
almost anything to make the case disappear.  Including, perhaps,
even lying before a Grand Jury.  So, I’ll admit that I briefly considered
Gordon’s offer.  But my boyfriend Bob knew the criminal system well
enough to warn me against it. “No matter what they say, records are
never entirely sealed,” he explained to me. “I know you didn’t do it,
but if you say you sent bomb threats before a Grand Jury, the FBI
will be at your door for the rest of your life. They’ll be questioning you
any time anyone receives a bomb threat.”

I suspected he was right.  Yet the decision to fight on wasn’t
entirely mine.  My parents had been paying my mounting legal bills.



If I wanted to continue to fight the impending charges, I would need a
lot more money from them.

I called my father. “Gordon wants me to swear under oath that I
sent the bomb threats,” I told him tearfully. “If I don’t, I will have to
stand trial.”

My father was silent for a few seconds.  “I think this is going to
cost me a lot of dough. So, I’m curious, did you do it?”

“Dad, I’ve lied to you about a lot of small things,” I admitted to
him.  “Like what time I came back at night when I was living at home.
But this is important.” I paused. “I didn’t do it, but the only way they’ll
drop the case is if I swear under oath that I really did it.”

He didn’t hesitate. “Paulette, I wouldn’t want you to lie under
oath just to save me some dough.  And if we have to sell the house
to raise the money for you to fight this, we’ll do it.”
 

Now that I knew that a trial was inevitable, I decided to change
lawyers to ones I liked better. I first interviewed William Kunstler, who
later became famous for defending the Chicago 7.  He wanted to
take my case, but his trial strategy was to put Scientology on trial. 
“We’ll pay the dough to defend you, but not to attack Scientology,”
my father said to me.

He also pointed out that Kunstler’s reputation as a radical could
make jurors associate me with bombs. “With him as your lawyer, a
jury may decide that he was the one who sent those bomb threats,”
my father joked.

I also interviewed an attorney from F. Lee Bailey’s firm named
Fred Joshua Barnett. When I told him about Laurendi and my
disastrous lie detector test, he said: “Laurendi? He was their lie
detector expert in a trial I once did,” he recalled.  “I demolished him
on the stand.” I was so excited to hear that. I couldn’t wait to retain
him so he could destroy Laurendi for me, too. But my parents felt it
was risky walking into a trial as a client of F. Lee Bailey’s firm. It had
become known as representing mostly guilty clients, as proven again



years late with their involvement in the infamous OJ Simpson murder
trial.

Unhappily, I stuck with my lawyers. 
 

May 17th, 1973. My hands shook as I opened the envelope
containing the three-count indictment against me. I looked at the top
of the page. “The United States of America vs Paulette Marcia
Cooper.” All those people against me, I wondered?  How could a
country I had once loved and had become a citizen of turn on me like
that?

I knew my arrest would be coming next. “Please don’t let them
arrest me in my building,” I begged my lawyers. “I was embarrassed
enough with my neighbors since that smear letter.  I don’t want them
to see me in handcuffs now.”

My lawyers made an agreement that I would turn myself in,
which I did.

I was taken to a basement area in the federal courthouse to be
mugshotted and fingerprinted once again. From there, I went to my
arraignment in a cavernous room, which if I recall, had written on the
wall in big letters: “In God We Trust.” But the T was missing, so it
read, “In God We rust.”

Standing there, in a room filled with a lot of frightening-looking
defendants – and some pretty scary-looking lawyers as well – I felt
as if I was about one-foot tall. My lawyers had insisted my parents
come with me to show that we were close and that I was unlikely to
flee. But I was so embarrassed that they were there to see me at
such a low moment that I couldn’t even look them in the eyes.

My case was called. “The United States of America vs. Paulette
Cooper.” Trial was scheduled for October 31st, 1973.  I was placed
on probation and not allowed to leave the state. That was
humiliating, although as a practical matter, I had rarely left my
apartment for months anyway, except to visit my lawyers. But now, I



couldn’t even go to New Jersey without the court’s permission. I tried
to make a joke of it to myself: “Who would want to go to New Jersey,
anyway?”

But I wasn’t really joking about anything anymore.
 

Going Downhill
 

By April, I was in a terrible state. But something that did help me a bit
around then was that I took in a roommate. Jerry Levin was a short,
stocky redhead with a warm smile that made you instantly like him.
He had been renting a place in the Churchill, and we had become
platonically friendly.

When his lease came up, he had an interesting suggestion. 
“Why don’t I become your roommate?” he suggested. “I’ll pay half
your rent and walk Tiki for you.” It was a tempting offer. Besides
needing the rent money, walking Tiki was becoming a Herculean
task for me.  Even getting out of my increasingly faded pink bathrobe
was becoming difficult.

I realized that having someone around to talk to would help me.
Other than Barbara, most of my other friends had pretty much
abandoned me, tired of hearing about the same subject. I couldn’t
blame them. What can you say to a friend who’s just been indicted?
As for my parents, they were so upset seeing how upset I was, that I
couldn’t even mention anything to them about what was going on,
except to regularly ask for more money to pay more bills.

Jerry was a great listener, which was exactly what I needed. I
talked to him for hours, mostly about what was happening with my
case, which was all I cared about, anyway. He didn’t contribute much
to the conversation, but he was always there for me. Except on
weekends, when he left for his job transporting cars, and briefly each



evening, when he made a nightly visit to our rooftop pool for some
air.

“Why don’t you come up with me?” he suggested a few times.
“The pool is closed, so you won’t bump into any of your neighbors,”
he promised. I actually did agree to accompany him a couple of
times.  He was a gutsy guy, a former helicopter pilot in Vietnam, and
I watched him bravely leap up to the precipitously narrow ledge 33
floors from the ground.

“Come on up, Paulette; I’ll take care of you,” he called out to me,
extending his hand down to pull me up from the chaise where I was
huddled below.

I vigorously shook my head ‘No.’
He tried again.  “Come on up. You’ve got to be brave if you’re

going to beat those bastards in court,” he shouted down, as he tried
to coax me to join him.  I didn’t budge. I wasn’t just afraid of heights,
which I had been before all this.

Now, I was too frightened of everything to join him.
 

The Churchill Ledge by the pool
 

I was chain-smoking four packs of Marlboros a day, and popping
Valiums as if they were M&Ms.  I was so anxious I couldn’t fall
asleep. When I would finally pass out at 2, or 3, or 4, for about an



hour or two after all the alcohol and Valium, I would wake up a few
hours later, tasting the bile rising in my throat while an icy fear was
spreading throughout my body.

The constant pit-in-my-stomach panic made me so nauseous I
stopped eating. I lost 15 pounds, going down to 83 pounds. I
stopped getting my periods, something that happens to many
women when they’re in a state of shock.

By July, I was near collapse. So was my relationship with my
boyfriend Bob, especially since I no longer had any interest in
making love.  It didn’t help that I also didn’t want to smoke grass with
him, because the marijuana made me paranoid, and frightened of
my increasingly bleak future.

I didn’t want to go out, preferring to stay home and wrap myself
in my security blanket robe, which was becoming increasingly ratty
looking.  Mostly, I was home alone, except for Jerry. I couldn’t focus
to read. Same with TV, with one exception: the Watergate Hearings.

I was mesmerized by the unfolding revelations, which confirmed
my increasingly negative feelings about our government because of
what they were doing to me.  Prosecuting an innocent person. Once,
I had been so happy to be a naturalized American citizen.  But that
was before “The United States of America vs Paulette Marcia
Cooper.”

At first, Bob was sympathetic to my ordeal. But he had to go to a
family wedding alone, and when he returned, he mentioned a
woman he’d met there.  I wasn’t surprised when he began seeing me
less and less, telling me that I “wasn’t any fun anymore.”  I’ll say. All I
could talk about or think about was the trial – and suicide.

My obsession with killing myself had begun to grow. One day,
after a spate of particularly bad news, my desire to end it all had
become so strong that if I’d had a gun, I wouldn’t have hesitated to
put it to my temple and pull the trigger.

I knew the only person who might save me was the Boston
psychiatrist I had gone to when I was at Brandeis, Dr. Stanley Cath.



He was a well-known psychoanalyst in his 40s, with a slight gap
between his front teeth, who puffed on the proverbial therapeutic
pipe. But I couldn’t go to Boston to see Dr. Cath at his office without
the court’s permission. I’ll be dead if I have to wait for them to give it
to me, I thought.

Fortunately, when I called Dr. Cath, he had some good news for
me.  “I’m coming to the Waldorf for a psychiatric convention this
week,” he said. “I’m fully booked, but I’ll arrange to meet you
between sessions.”

He did, and he managed to calm me down enough for the desire
for suicide to pass.  For now.
 

The worst day of all was July 26th, 1973.  It was my 31st
birthday. My fourth book, The Medical Detectives, the first book for
the layman about a then almost unknown field of forensic medicine,
now known as CSI, had just been released.  The first review came
out that morning, which was disappointing, auguring poorly for future
sales.  Although it would later go on to win a prestigious Special
Edgar Allan Poe Award from the Mystery Writers of America, people
initially were turned off by forensics, thinking it was about death
rather than detection.

The day kept getting worse. More bad news kept coming in
about my forthcoming trial, and my advancing age added to my
despair. So did being alone that night on my birthday. Bob had
canceled our date, and I suspected he wanted to be with his new
wedding friend instead. I knew that the relationship was ending,
which depressed me even more.



Photo of Paulette taken for the back cover of The Medical
Detectives

 
Later that afternoon, I began to drink even more hungrily than

had become my norm during that period. I was also taking more
Valium, although it hardly seemed to work for me anymore. I hated to
deplete my stock of pills. I was trying to save them in case I decided
to take all of them the night before the trial. That was just three
months away.

On that night, I decided not to wait. I was already starting to
wash down the Valium with alcohol, when a friend called to wish me
a happy birthday. I poured out my story, telling her of the horrors that
were happening in my life. When I began talking suicide, she kept
me on the phone for over an hour, until finally, I was so tired, I fell
asleep.  
 



By early September, things were looking pretty hopeless. But
then, I was visited by a sociology professor, from the University of
Belfast, Dr. Roy Wallis. Roy, short with curly black hair and a taciturn
manner, was writing a sociological analysis of Scientology. He came
to New York to interview me. He didn’t open up until the last day,
when he told me about his marital problems with a wife he adored,
but who was seemingly tired of him. I, on the other hand, told him
about all my legal problems the moment he came through the door.

He was upset by my predicament. He knew enough about
Scientology to know they did it. And he told me something else.
“There’s a British bloke who exposed Scientology in an article for
one of the Sunday heavies,” he told me. “When he went to Spain for
a holiday, he was arrested, after customs found drugs in his
baggage. He didn’t take drugs, and he hadn’t put them there.”

Neither of us had any doubt who did.
After my interview, Roy left me to go to California to interview

Nibs. While he was with Nibs, he admitted to Roy that he had turned,
for money. He also hinted to Roy about his role in my indictment for
Scientology. He even boastfully showed Roy a letter he had written
to his father, obliquely offering to do me in. He used phrases like
“double-agent entrapment” and statements like: “With one blow, I will
bring your enemy to their knees…”

The letter was dated after his visits to me in Mamaroneck, and
before the first bomb threat was sent. Furthermore, after I’d been
indicted, Nibs, always in impecunious peril, somehow came into
enough money to buy a house.

Roy wrote an affidavit on my behalf.  He also promised to come
back to America for my trial, if I needed him to testify to what Nibs
had told him.
 

Roy’s testimony would be helpful, but I needed more.  I decided
the best way to counter Laurendi’s lie detector test at the trial was to
present a positive truth serum test.  But I couldn’t find a reputable



doctor who would give me the test. I had lost so much weight I was
almost anorexic, and my health had deteriorated from the incredible
stress, lack of food, and sleep. “You could die from the anesthesia,” I
was told more than once.  I didn’t care. I was willing to do anything –
even die – in order to prove my innocence and prevent a trial.

We finally found a prestigious doctor from Mt. Sinai Hospital, Dr.
David Coddon, to administer the test. Since I was unconscious
throughout, I never learned the details of what I said.  But I was told
that he was totally convinced by what I said; that I had nothing to do
with the bomb threats.

He was also furious about what was being done to me, and how
it was torturing me. He told my lawyers that if the government
continued to go along with their plans to try me, “I will chain myself to
the steps of the courtroom to stop this trial,” he promised.
 

Gordon was removed from my case.  The government seemed
to be backing off, probably no longer confident they could prevail
against me. Nonetheless, I had to assume there would be a trial,
which was estimated to last two to three weeks.

I was determined to keep my parents from attending to spare
them the stress — and disgust – over what would inevitably come
out about me.  I loved them, but they were old-fashioned, and our
lifestyles and values were quite different. I shuddered when I thought
of how my prudish mother would react to anything that might come
out regarding me and sex. 

As for “drugs,” someone taking even a puff of marijuana was no
different to her than if the person smoked crack cocaine while
shooting heroin in an opium den. She furthermore viewed anyone
drinking anything more than four sips – not even glasses – of
Manischewitz once a year at Passover as an incipient alcoholic.

I didn’t want my parents to read anything about the trial in the
newspapers. I was horrified when my lawyers, always a font of bad
news, told me, “We have to put your mother and father in the front



row. A jury will find you more sympathetic when they see you’re
close to your adopted parents.” They added that some sympathy
would also accrue to me when the jurors learned that I was a
Holocaust survivor, brought up in orphanages as a child.

They were probably right. But I feared that any sympathy I might
receive would be dissipated by the jurors’ distaste of me when they
heard about my lifestyle.  This was 1973, in the middle of the “sexual
revolution,” the motto being “sex, drugs, and Rock & Roll.”  And
besides the sex, not to mention the alcohol and pot, I doubted that
sanctimonious jurors would like a 32-year-old woman who put down
a Church, wasn’t married, didn’t live at home with her parents, wasn’t
a virgin, and produced books instead of children.

Even if I had lived an exemplary life, which I certainly hadn’t, I
knew that everything I had ever said or done would be turned and
twisted against me. When I was interviewed for The Medical
Detectives by the New York Post, I made an ill-advised joke, saying
“Ideally in life, I should have been a criminologist, a criminal lawyer,
or a criminal.” That was likely to be used against me. Even my
stowing away would probably be introduced as proof that if I didn’t
mind breaking the law—or lying about it to get away with it.

I needed some character witnesses I could call who might leave
jurors with a more positive impression of me. Barbara was out,
because she had once written a book titled The Sexual Power of
Marijuana. I then asked Jerry.  “Would you agree to be a character
witness for me at the trial?”

“Sure.  Would love to,” he said enthusiastically.
But then I spoiled everything.  “Hey, you’re not a Scientologist,

are you?” I kidded.
He was furious.  “How could you think such a dreadful thing

about me?” he asked angrily.  Then, he accused me of being
ungrateful after all he had done for me, of becoming hopelessly
paranoid, and of finally going off the deep end.



I knew he was right. But that didn’t soften the blow when he left
for his job that weekend and never came back, leaving me alone to
face the trial by myself.

By early October, the trial was only one month away.  I decided
that if I was still alive to go through it, I had better take care of some
neglected backlogged paperwork. Like taxes, in case I’d be going to
jail for a while.  I had put everything in my life off for months, too
emotionally paralyzed to focus on much more than my case.

I began by sorting out my past 1972 checks. And then, when I
looked carefully at one of them, I was so shocked I almost dropped
the paper. In my hand was a small check I had written to the United
Farm Workers.

It was dated December 6th, 1972.
Two days before the first bomb threat was mailed.
Things had been so frantic that month, with all the harassment

and my books coming out. Plus, the whole incident had taken less
than five minutes. But now that I saw that it was during the period
when Scientology had sent the bomb threats, it all came back to me.

I recalled that a young woman who called herself Margie
Shepherd had knocked on the door to my old apartment on E 80th

Street. I’d let her in. “Would you sign a petition to help the United
Farm Workers?” she asked as she thrust a brown clipboard in front
of me. “And if you could also chip in a few dollars for those poor
downtrodden farmworkers, it would help.”

I wrote out a check and signed the petition she put in front of
me, which was secured by metal at the top.  

Now, I began wondering about that clipboard she was holding. 
Could the bomb threat have been pasted underneath it?  Or could
there have been a blank piece of paper under the clipboard, and the
bomb threats written later?

My fingerprint, which had been found on one threat, had been a
partial print from the third finger of my left hand. That’s exactly where



my finger would have been when I held Margie’s clipboard with my
left hand, and signed it with my right.

Now, as the picture of Margie’s brief visit came back into my
memory, I remembered two more things that were critical. First,
although my apartment was always hot, Margie never took her green
pea coat – or her gloves – off.

Secondly, she had asked me for a glass of water.  I had left her
alone for a moment.  While she was alone, could she have swiped
some paper that I had touched, and that’s how Scientology got my
fingerprint?

I wondered again about that mysterious thin paper one of the
threats had been typed on. Could it have belonged to my cousin Joy,
who used airmail stationery to write to her mother in California each
day? Joy often kept her papers on my living room cocktail table. I
often cleared the area after she left each day to go to her
boyfriend’s. Margie could have easily swiped some paper when she
was alone.

Fifty years later, I think Margie’s visit, with her clipboard, and her
gloves, presents the most likely explanation of how Scientology
acquired my fingerprint. The bomb threats were probably under the
clipboard, either prewritten or typed later. The second bomb threat
that was typed on thin paper could have belonged to Joy, which had
been swiped by Margie when she was alone.

But I still don’t know exactly how it all went down, and who
“Margie” was. And I will always wonder about that.
 

With this latest development, the government realized that
getting a conviction of me at the trial was far from guaranteed. But
they didn’t quite back down. All I had wanted was to be proven
innocent – without a trial – but that’s not what happened.  My
lawyers made a deal in which I would admit no guilt, which was not
the same as being proven innocent. The government would
postpone the trial for one year, and I would see a psychiatrist during



that time.  While I definitely needed one after my ordeal, it was
humiliating, because they were sort of saying, “if you did it, get it out
of your system.”  Whatever. If there were no further bomb threats in
that following year, they would file a nolle prosequi.

Which they did on September 16, 1975.
My nightmare was finally over.
Or so I thought.

 
Interlude: The Rapist, The Alcoholic,

And the English Lawyer
 

Paulette after frame-up (Photo by Jill Freedman)
 

It was 1974, the year after I’d been framed. (The threats were
sent at the end of 1972, but I consider 1973 when I was fighting the
charges to be the “frame-up” period.)  I started sleeping and eating



again, although emotionally, I was never back to where I had been. I
also felt that my looks had been ruined by my weight loss, along with
months of too much stress and too little sleep, all deeply etched on
my face.

At first, most of my evenings were spent having quiet dinners
alone or with my friend Barbara. Soon, a neighbor I’ll call Jonathan
began to join us. He always brought me red roses and white wine,
and I noticed he always ended up drinking almost the entire bottle of
wine.

Even so, I began to fall for him. Jonathan was in his early 40s,
good-looking, but not drop-dead handsome.  He had a Ph.D. in
finance, and for years had been the CFO of a major company. But a
few months after our evenings together, he lost his job.  He admitted
to me once, while denying he had an alcohol problem, that he had
been fired because, increasingly, he couldn’t make it to work on
Mondays after a weekend drinking binge.

The three of us were a sorry little dinner group, all haunted by
our demons.  Mine was the memory of the frame-up, along with the
fear of a trial still hanging over my head, if Scientology tried to frame
me again and send more bomb threats. Jonathan was haunted by
demon alcohol and the loss of a job he loved. And Barbara, poor
Barbara, had undergone an emotionally annihilating experience a
few years earlier that had haunted and nearly destroyed her as well.

Before I moved into the Churchill, a handyman in the building
had stolen a spare apartment key. He let himself into her darkened
apartment in the middle of the night.  He then jumped Barbara,
blindfolded her from behind, put his gun to her head, and repeatedly
raped her, anally, orally, and vaginally. For hours.  He babbled
throughout, boasting that he had killed several women, and would kill
her next.

Before leaving, he beat her blindfolded face with his gun so
badly that her beautiful visage was unrecognizable the next day. 
After he finally left, she managed to open her door with her bound



hands, and then pressed her nose against the bell of the next-door
apartment to get help.

When the police arrived that morning, they found out that one of
the building employees had not shown up for work that day.  After
Barbara got out of the hospital, the police showed her a series of
mug shots, and asked her to identify the man who had attacked her.

Barbara once confessed to me, lowering her voice even though
no one else was around.  “I never saw the man who attacked me,”
she admitted. “My place was dark, my back was to the room, and he
blindfolded me.” When the police took her to their headquarters to
identify her attacker from photos, “One of the cops secretly told me
in advance which guy to pick out of the pictures they showed me,
and I did.”

So, Barbara may have imprisoned a man – he received a
seven-year sentence – who possibly was innocent.  And now that
she saw how I was suffering as an innocent person accused of a
crime, she was haunted that she might have put the wrong person in
jail, causing the same suffering she was witnessing with me.
 

Because of our demons, the three of us, all emotional cripples,
clung fiercely to each other. When Jonathan began pushing me to
marry him, I hesitated. I was concerned about how much he was
really drinking. I suspected he was imbibing far more than just what I
saw during our dinners together. I also thought it was probably much
harder stuff than wine.

I discussed my concerns with the court-mandated psychiatrist I
was seeing, Dr. Herbert Bengelsdorf. It turned out that he had
worked with alcoholics. “Your gentleman has a serious drinking
problem,” he warned me.  “And if you go ahead and marry him, you
will have a serious problem.”

I was torn.
Especially because someone else had come into the picture. 

My lawyer in England, Eric.  For a couple of years, Eric regularly



traveled to New York to work with me on my cases: the Queen
magazine suit, and another for a UK suit against my Scandal of
Scientology book, even though my book hadn’t been published
there.

Eric was much older, and at first, I didn’t think of him
romantically. But I began to suspect he was interested in me when
he stopped billing me. At that point, I took note of the fact that he
was single, tall, dark, Jewish, and handsome, with sharp features
that made him look determined. And he was super-rich.

Even so, I made it clear to him that I was about to marry
Jonathan. His response in his clipped British accent was: “That is
simply a dreadful idea.  That young chap will never amount to
anything.”

And then he surprised me by saying: “Why don’t you give some
thought to what it would be like if you married me instead one day?”

I was startled, but intrigued. Especially when he invited me to
spend a week with him in London before Christmas. He wanted me
to see what my life could be like married to him, instead of Jonathan.
Eric promised me we could sleep in separate bedrooms until my final
night.  He wanted me to make my decision then between my two
suitors. 

I thought I would still end up with Jonathan, but I packed my
virginity nightgown.  Just in case.

I told Barbara the truth about where and why I was going. But I
told Jonathan that I was going to London on “legal business,” and he
offered to take care of Tiki while I was gone.

London before Christmas is a glorious time, and I had a
wonderful week. Eric lived in an impressive floor-through flat in the
elegant and costly Knightsbridge neighborhood of London, across
from Hyde Park.  During the day, I sat by the fireplace in one of a few
living rooms.  I would ring a little bell, and his Philippine man and
maidservant would rush in to bring me my favorite snacks, often
smoked salmon. In the afternoons, I read Agatha Christie novels and



nibbled on chocolates.  In the evenings, Eric and I would go to
Annabel’s and Regine’s, prestigious nightclubs where he was
welcomed.

Everything was great until the final night. I placed a call to
Jonathan in New York to ask about Tiki, who had seemed a bit
wobbly when I was leaving, although she was only about seven
years old.

Jonathan had devastating news for me about my beloved first
dog: “Tiki died this afternoon.”

I became absolutely hysterical.  I couldn’t stop crying over my
first “baby.” I kept seeing Tiki’s adorable little face, and that stubby
little tail wagging in front of me. That made me cry even harder. 

Eric watched me bawling uncontrollably in disbelief.  “You’re
crying about a dog?” he asked me.

I knew then that Eric was not the man for me.
I flew home, my virginity nightgown unused. 
While I was gone, Barbara decided to play cupid.  She saw that

I was pulling away from Jonathan, and somehow thought it would
bring us back together if she told him that I was distressed over his
drinking, and had not gone to London for legal reasons but for
romantic ones.

When Jonathan confronted me about it, I was furious at
Barbara. She was apologetic, but insisted, “I did it because I love
you so much.”

“You told my boyfriend I was cheating on him because you love
me?” I shrieked.  “What would you have told him if you hated me?”

She tried to patch things up, but I had already begun to pull
back from her. Our relationship was changing.  I think she had
become jealous of me when she saw that I was making a lot of
money writing for the tabloids.

After her trauma, she had been unable to write because of her
depression and PTSD. She had been “treated” with shock treatment
for her depression, which not only failed to alleviate her problems,



but made her lose some of her memory. That made it even harder
for her to write, which depressed her even more. 

She was then prescribed anti-depressants, but when she
crashed, she put on a lot of weight, temporarily losing her looks,
which made her even more depressed.  She then went on diet pills,
which were amphetamines, and while she did lose the weight, she
wasted hours diligently re-cleaning the same sections of her
apartment instead of writing.  

I was upset when a few writer friends warned me that my
closest friend, Barbara, was bad-mouthing me behind my back. 
Worse still, she told a few people about my indictment, when it was
imperative I keep what had happened the year before a secret. It
could still end up as a newspaper story any time, and it would have
ruined me professionally.

I had been reporting her increasingly distressing behavior to Dr.
Bengelsdorf.  He suggested I not only break things off with Jonathan,
but also Barbara.

“But she’s my best friend,” I protested.
“No, she’s your best enemy,” he said.

 
I eased Barbara out of my life.  But Jonathan was still pushing

me to set a wedding date.   Before I would agree to marry him,
though, I wanted to see how long he could go without a drink. I
concocted a scheme with my close friend and anti-Scientology
counterpart in Canada, Nan McLean. Nan was a gray-haired, warm,
and sympathetic grandmotherly type, who had gotten her family and
herself into and then out of Scientology. She then devoted her life to
publicly exposing the cult in Canada, and getting people out of it.

We became so close that, for several years, we talked on the
phone for about an hour each night. At her granddaughter’s
wedding, I even streaked down the aisle along with her family.  (Long
story.) Now, Nan and I decided to spend New Year’s Eve together at
her home near Toronto. 



I was coming with Jonathan, and we planned to let him drink it
up to celebrate the New Year.  “But the next day, don’t give him a
single drop of alcohol,” I warned Nan on the phone before I left.  “I
have to see how long he can hold out without getting DTs, before I
agree to set a date for the wedding.”

We had a great New Year’s Eve.  The next morning, Jonathan
wanted to continue the festivities with an alcohol-fueled breakfast.
“Time for some hair of the dog that bit us,” he said cheerfully, more
than once.  Nan and I deliberately ignored his repeated requests for
a drink, while we sat around the kitchen table talking about
Scientology.

I tried to seem casual, but I knew our relationship hinged on this
test. I watched in dismay as Jonathan became more and more
agitated, his doleful eyes begging me for a drink as much as his
words did. So did his hands, which started shaking so badly I could
hear his ring clicking against the kitchen table.

I loved him, and it hurt me to watch him suffer. But we both
knew that if I relented, and gave him a drink, it would be the end.
Finally, I couldn’t watch him suffer anymore. “OK,” I said wearily, as I
got up to get him his scotch. He drank it hungrily, in huge gulps,
without pausing for air.

And with that, the relationship was over.
 

A year later, all three had moved out of my life.  The English
suits were dismissed, so Eric no longer came to New York. Jonathan
had not only moved out of my life, but out of the Churchill. Neighbors
occasionally reported to me that they had bumped into him at a
nearby restaurant/bar. He was always in the bar section. He always
said the same thing to them.  He asked them about me (“Have you
seen Paulette?” “How is she?”) And he told them the same lie, which
he may have come to believe was true. “I’m drinking because I’m so
sad that Paulette left me.”



Barbara continued to live at the Churchill, and won a lawsuit
against the building.  It was enough money that she didn’t have to
worry about writing anymore. Unfortunately, she didn’t have long to
enjoy her windfall. In 1980, six years after our evenings together with
Jonathan, she developed ovarian cancer.  (I won’t reveal her age
because she never wanted anyone to know it, and I wish to spare
her any postmortem discomfort.)

When I heard that she only had a few days left, I went to visit
her. She was in some big New York hospital – I forget which one –
where she was spending her final few days in a gigantic penthouse
suite with a panoramic view of the Hudson River.  It was generally
reserved for celebrities and mistresses, and one of her many lovers
had been the medical reporter for one of the major networks (OK,
NBC) who had obtained this room for her. 

I was shocked when I saw her because – as the expression
goes – a plum had turned into a prune. She weighed only 70
pounds, and her body was so small she was lost under the mounds
of bed linens enveloping her. Her now wizened face was wrinkled,
and lost in the folds of her skin was the small beauty mark on her
chin that she always darkened with an eye pencil to make herself
look even more glamorous. All that seemed to be left now were her
large petrified eyes.

Barbara grabbed my hand as soon as she saw me and wouldn’t
let go, digging her nails into my skin so hard it left marks. Fearfully,
she kept asking me, “Am I going to die?”

I lied and said “No.”
But I knew that she knew the truth. I saw it reflected in her

terrified eyes as she faced death once again, as she had the night of
her attack.

She died two days after my last visit.
 



The Book that Launched a Thousand
Suits

 

In 1975, a year after the Barbara-Jonathan-Eric saga, I continued to
see Dr. Bengelsdorf. Therapy was definitely helping to reduce my
previously debilitating anxiety. I did not allow the doctor to take any
notes. I was worried that Scientology might rob him of my records, a
not unfounded fear. A few years later, Scientology did indeed send
one of their members to sneak in after-hours to the office of Dr.
Stanley Cath, the psychiatrist I had seen when I went to Brandeis.

The member stole my records, and then Scientology sent my
personal secrets to my parents and others. Nice, eh?

That was just one of the anonymous mailings they sent about
me over several years, in addition to the earlier swollen-tongue
prostitute-with-VD smear letter they had sent to my building. My
parents also once received an unsigned letter that accused me of
practicing sexual perversions with their rabbi!

Another time, Scientology anonymously sent my parents a
photocopied page from my teenage diary. The diary had been
stashed way in the back of my coat closet, along with my lock box of
romantic memorabilia. Both had been forgotten over the years, and I
wondered how they found it.

The page from my diary they sent included a phrase I had once
angrily written: “I hate my mother and father.” It was circled to make
sure my parents wouldn’t miss it.

When my mother tearfully showed it to me, I remembered
having written that when I was 17.  At the time, I was furious,
because my parents had grounded me after they had read my trip
diary, and learned about my libidinous (s)excapade onboard a cruise
ship. It had been a dreadful family crisis, leading to a volcanic



eruption with my parents that rivaled Vesuvius in its fury.  And I
certainly didn’t need Scientology to remind us of it.

The anonymous letter that hurt me the most, though, was the
one they sent to my former boyfriend, Bob’s boss. The letter detailed
Bob’s secret marijuana use, and included facts he thought only I
knew. I wasn’t sure how Scientology learned about them, but Bob
thought he knew who wrote the letter. Me.

I still remember every word of the hurtful and accusatory letter
he wrote back to me. “In view of your past legal history” – an obvious
reference to my indictment/arrest on the bomb threats – “I can come
to no other conclusion than that you wrote this letter.”

I was crushed.  That people close to me knew I was innocent
was so important to me. Now, thanks to Scientology, Bob thought
that not only had I sent his boss that letter, but that I must be so
crazy that I had also sent the bomb threats. 
 

Sometimes I think I was crazy to continue my crusade.  Part of
my obsession was my belief that Scientology was a fascistic quasi-
Nazi group, and someone had to speak out against them.  I believe
that if more people had spoken out in the ‘30s, my biological parents
– and six million others – would be alive today.

But I didn’t want to be the one to tackle them. Deep down, I
wanted to quit and get on with my life. But there was no one else in
America who would publicly come out against them in any sustained
way.  Few media outlets would print anything negative except for an
occasional article or series.

I was stuck with the problem because after my book came out,
everyone who had problems with Scientology came to me. I couldn’t
turn suffering people away. In those days, there was no Internet, and
I was like a blog board, where everything going on with Scientology
was secretly posted.

I connected people who might be able to help each other. I
worked with distraught parents who had lost their children to



Scientology. With lawyers defending clients whom Scientology had
sued.  With reporters writing something negative about Scientology.
With former members who had lost all their money to the cult. And
with people who had lost their minds due to their time in the cult.

Another thing that did not make me too popular with Scientology
was that I also wrote, photocopied, and mailed a secret “blog,” called
“Scientology Clearing-house.” It detailed whatever was happening
concerning Scientology. I then mailed each three-to-four-page
typewritten copy to about 150 people, including someone at the
White House who was secretly monitoring them.

Scientology retaliated, coming up with new ways to harass me. 
Like the times I flew to Palm Beach to visit my parents in their winter
condo, or to California for a deposition. Before I left, someone (I
wonder who?) would call the airlines, claim to be me, and ask them
to cancel my reservation. Even if there was still room on the flight
when I got to the airport, my seat was gone, and I would have to pay
full fare for a last-minute ticket.

I couldn’t tell the gate people I was being harassed by a Church,
or they would think I was daft, and not let me board the plane.  But I
did explain it once to a sympathetic gate attendant.  His reply: “I’ve
got an ex-wife who pulls that kind of stuff on me. Get on the plane.”
 

L. Ron Hubbard once wrote, “The law can easily be used to
harass…if possible, of course, ruin him utterly.” He wasn’t kidding.
For years, while Scientology was doing all the other awful harassing
things to me, they filed 19 lawsuits against me all over the world and
I had to pay to defend them. The purpose of these lawsuits was not
only to harass me, but also to bankrupt me.

Each suit cost me a lot of money, even when they were
nonsense. I had to defend myself when they paid the expenses for
three members to sue me, or when they sued me for someone else’s
anti-Scientology book, or for supposedly distributing anti-Scientology



literature at a function I didn’t attend, or when they sued me in
countries, like the UK, when my book wasn’t even published there.

Another way they harassed me legally was by deposing 20 of
my anti-Scientology and personal friends – even my parents twice. 
They then queried some of my friends with highly personal questions
about my sex life.  Like, “Do you know what her sexual fantasies
are?” “Putting Scientology out of business,” one girlfriend joked.

Some of what they did was aimed at embarrassing me. Like
having three male lawyers cross-examine me at a deposition, while
videotaping me, and asking me questions like, “How long do your
periods last?” Or the time one of Scientology’s attorneys demanded
that I take a stool test. I said to him: “If you want one, I can probably
arrange for you to get one – on your head.” That was the last time he
asked.

But the worst thing I went through in the legal sphere was the
depositions.  The Scientologists subjected me to a total of 50 days of
intrusive questioning, and I was terrified throughout every moment of
it.

One good thing did come from the depositions, though. I had
become a chain smoker from the time I was 16 and tried to keep up
with the “cool kids.” For years, I had foolishly smoked four packs a
day, 80 cigarettes, each right down to the point of almost burning my
fingers.

Their lawyer once confided to my attorney that Scientology
wasn’t worried about winning a trial against me. “She can’t last
through a day at a trial without smoking,” he said.  I knew they were
right. To prove to them that I could go hours without a cigarette, and
that I was stronger than they gave me credit for, I quit cold turkey
between depositions. And never smoked again.
 

The only lawsuit that came close to coming to trial was in
California.  That was the one where my publisher had deserted me,



leaving me to defend The Scandal of Scientology alone, and at my
own expense.

 

Attorney Virgil Roberts
 

I was greatly relieved when a lawyer I met through a friend of
the family offered to take the case for free. Until he told me that he
expected me to sleep at his home throughout the trial.  If I had any
questions about what he wanted me to do as payment for his legal
services, he made it quite clear.  “I’ve invited a friend to sleep in my
other bedroom,” he told me casually. “I may be too tired some
evenings after court so he can take over.”

Fortunately, I found a great lawyer who was so shocked when
he heard this, that he offered to do my trial for what was practically
pro bono.  Virgil Roberts, a Harvard law grad who specialized in civil
rights litigation, spent about ten days with me in California preparing
for my trial.

I was miserable while I was out there. I was terrified driving to
and from court each day on unfamiliar and scary freeways. I missed
my Shih Tzu, Yoyo, back home. I was scared of going through a trial,
and the thought of testifying made me break out in a cold sweat.
Mostly, I was afraid of losing. I knew that if I lost a libel suit against
me, it would probably be the end of my writing career.

I hadn’t met my judge yet, but I wasn’t happy about the
courtroom gossip I was hearing. It seemed he had married a rich



woman 14 years older than he, who had mysteriously died after
falling overboard from their sailboat four days after their wedding. I
hoped my trial wouldn’t be An American Tragedy for me as well. 

Right before the trial was to begin, the judge called Virgil and
me and the Scientology representatives into his chambers for a
pretrial conference.  He banned any notes or recordings.

Then, he said to both parties: “I’m not allowed to take anything
directly.  But I have my own Church, and you can donate your books
to me there.”

Virgil and I side-glanced each other in dismay. The judge
appeared to not-so-subtly be asking for a bribe, and he wasn’t
talking about books. “Scientology will give him a far larger bribe than
I can afford,” I told Virgil when we were alone right afterward. We
then began to seriously discuss quitting, especially since the trial
was estimated to last six to eight weeks, and I hated the thought of
being stuck alone out in California that long. Plus, incredibly
Scientology had been offering me money to settle the suit without a
trial even though they had sued me!

Virgil and I decided to settle.
 

Revenge?
July 10, 1977.  It had been four years since the frame-up. Since I
was still working against them, the harassment and lawsuits against
me continued unabated.  The bad news constantly coming at me
was relentless – lawsuits, subpoenas, summons letters, legal bills,
more legal bills, even more legal bills, depositions, interrogatories,
threats.

I tried to get away from it all by taking as many travel writing
assignments as I could get. On this occasion, I was flying home from
Africa after a press trip to Senegal, mainly to research a story on
Gorée Island.



I picked up a copy of the International Herald Tribune, which
they used to distribute free to passengers on foreign flights. I
immediately spotted a small story that almost made me fly out of my
seat in excitement.  “Federal Agents Raid Scientology Church” was
the headline.  I continued reading, practically gulping in the news.
The story stated that over 100 FBI agents had raided the California
and Washington, D.C. Scientology churches two days before, seizing
some of their internal documents.

Would they include some information about what Scientology
did to me, I wondered? Was anything found in the files that would
finally prove I was innocent of the bomb threats four years earlier?

For three months, I was so excited I could barely concentrate on
writing. Then, on October 12th of 1977, I received the call I’d been
hoping and waiting for.  It was an FBI agent asking me if I would be
willing to help them “investigate the Church” and, more importantly to
me, reopen an investigation of the bomb threats I had been charged
with. “Yes, yes, yes,” I said, almost jumping through the phone.

Before arranging to meet me, they also asked me an odd
question that I answered in the negative. “Have you ever heard of
Operation Freakout?” said the agent.

When I excitedly told my parents about the call, they pleaded
with me not to open the whole thing up again.  “It’s just going to bring
everything back and make things worse,” my mother warned me,
rightly anticipating that it would intensify the suits and harassment.

But I was obsessed with being found innocent, not just “not
guilty.”  Frankly, I was also obsessed with revenge. And curiosity as
to how it all went down, and who were the Scientologists involved in
destroying me. There was no way I was not going to follow this
through to the end. Whether it would be of me or Scientology, I
wasn’t sure.
 

A Federal Grand Jury in the Southern District of New York was
impaneled to look into my frame-up.  I started secretly working with



two FBI agents on the case and continued to do so for the next few
years. I provided them with information on Scientology for their
secret investigation of the cult.

Meanwhile, Scientology was fighting ferociously in the courts to
keep the papers seized by the FBI from ever becoming public. I
began to despair that I would never learn what was in the
documents. I wanted them not only for exoneration but also to
bolster my lawsuits. 

And then finally, in May 1978, a year and a half after the papers
had been seized, there was another Washington Post newswire
story. I gasped when I read the words I had waited all those years to
see.

“Seized Scientology documents seem to indicate writer was
framed.”

Writer was framed. I had just “officially” been shown to be
innocent.  I cried.  Happy, relieved, thank-God-its-over tears.
 

I couldn’t wait to learn more. Fortunately, I didn’t have to wait
long.  A Washington Post follow-up story the next day said: “FBI
agents have found in Church records evidence that the
Scientologists framed Cooper by stealing her stationery and sending
the bomb threats to themselves.”

I was beyond thrilled, but understandably deflated when the
Scientologists sued me for the story, falsely claiming that I had fed
the information to The Washington Post.  I was furious and decided
that since I would soon have the evidence I needed legally against
Scientology, I’d go on the attack.

I counterclaimed on that latest suit – then their 12th or 13th

against me – for 10 million dollars. And when Scientology instituted
another suit against me soon afterward for some other cockamamie
thing, I counterclaimed on that one for $20 million.
 



The fight was on.  Lawsuits and counterclaims flew around. The
personal harassment intensified. I tried to keep living my life, writing
lucrative tabloid articles in order to make enough money to keep up
with the unremitting litigation. All the while, I was waiting.
Unfortunately, I would have to wait a long time.

At last, two years after the FBI raid I had read about, in October
1979, Scientology lost their court cases to seal the documents. The
papers were about to be released to the public. I made
arrangements with a friend to take care of Yoyo for an indeterminate
period of time. Then, I took an Amtrak to Washington, D.C., arranged
to stay with a girlfriend since I couldn’t afford a hotel, and prepared
to remain there for a while.
 

I soon found myself in a small windowless room in a federal
courthouse in Washington, D.C., with 46 boxes of court-released
documents in front of me. I spent the next few weeks reading and
photocopying some of the 23,000 Scientology internal reports, many
of which detailed the harassment against my friends as well as me.

I didn’t have to read long before learning that I was not only
obviously “PC,” but also “Miss Lovely,” the latter unmistakably a
sarcastic code name for me.  That nickname was later used by writer
Tony Ortega when he wrote a book about me, Scientology, and
Hubbard: The Unbreakable Miss Lovely.



 
Nan McLean, Paulette and Tony Ortega
 

I almost immediately came upon a document relating to their
lawsuit against me in the UK, where my Scientology book hadn’t
been published.  It turned out that Scientology had brought the book
into the country just so they could sue it. Which they did.

It was a day or two later when I was going through some files
that I came upon a few mysterious pages of typewritten notes that
appeared to be part of a diary about someone.

I soon realized the person being talked about was me.
        Whoever wrote it was dutifully reporting what I was saying, what
I was doing, and even what I was wearing each day, so that
Scientology members could easily follow me. It had clearly been
written during the frame-up, because it mentioned how close I was to
committing suicide. The author apparently hoped it would happen,
because he wrote: “Wouldn’t this [my suicide] be a great thing for
Scientology?”



What friend of mine wanted me dead? I wondered. And who
heard me say those things?

And then, in one sickening moment, I realized it could only have
been my former roommate, Jerry Levin.  I was so angry I wanted to
scream at the diary with every curse word I knew. But there were
others in the room silently going through the boxes, so I had to stay
quiet.

Inside, I was churning. My close friend then was a
Scientologist.  And he was secretly spying on me for them.

Now, I knew where the information in the letter written to Bob’s
boss had come from. Unbeknownst to Bob, I had confided
everything to Jerry. I also now understood where that page from my
teenage diary that my mother and father had received came from.
Jerry had evidently found it in the back of my closet, where I had
stashed it away years earlier.

If I was angry at Jerry, I was even angrier at myself.  How could
I have been so trusting as to have believed he was going up to the
roof each night “for air.” There was a payphone up there, and he was
obviously calling in everything about me to Scientology each day, all
of which had ended up in this report.

Reading his perfidious drivel, I wondered: What would have
happened if there had been a trial, and I had called him as a
character witness for me? And even more frightening: What if I had
joined him at the pool at night, up on that narrow ledge, 33 stories
above the sidewalk below?

It would have been so easy for him to push me over.
Scientology indisputably wanted me gone. I was so suicidal that
everyone would have simply assumed I had literally gone over the
edge under the stress of what I was going through.
 

Besides Jerry’s diary, I also found proof of dozens of dirty tricks,
plots, and activities against other anti-Scientologists as well as me. I
photocopied those pages and mailed them to their victims. Some of



them brought them to their local press, which generated anti-
Scientology publicity all over the country.

Happily, the media was no longer reluctant to expose and even
pillory Scientology as they had been for years. That was because
Scientology had stopped suing the media 25 years ago. This after so
many of their suits against the press had been lost, or had backfired,
leading to deservedly negative publicity for them.

While I was certainly interested in the “Jerry” documents, what I
was obsessively searching for was anything that would prove I had
been framed by Scientology. Unfortunately, only a few papers from
that time, so many years earlier, remained.

I learned later from a former Scientologist who had been present
at the raid, that while the FBI agents were breaking down their
fortified doors – with buzz saws, sledgehammers, and crowbars –
the Scientologists were frantically shredding documents, especially
those about what they had done to me.

I did learn from the remaining documents in the files that those
who did the shredding, and conducted their dirty tricks against me,
and others, were part of an undercover Scientology group.  It was
called the “Guardian’s Office” or GO. 

There was a brief mention of a GO plot called “Operation
Dynamite,” which appeared to be their attempt to frame me.  But I
found nothing else in their files with that name.  I also found an “op”
against me inscrutably named “Operation Daniel.” That one ordered
“wide-scale exposure of PC’s sex life.” There were no further
documents about that, which would have been fun for me to read!
 

After Operation Daniel, the “Dynamite” mention, and Jerry’s
diary, for a few frustrating days, I found nothing significant.  And
then, bingo. It was the definitive proof written by the Scientologists
themselves that they had framed me.  It was part of a list of the “ops”
the GO had successfully conducted against their enemies. And now,



at last, they were admitting that one of them was getting me
arrested.

“Conspired to entrap Mrs. Lovely into being arrested for a crime
she did not commit,” it read, before adding, “She was arraigned for
the crime.”

I had waited six long years to see this. After I read it, I was so
high with happiness that I had to get up off my chair and walk around
the room for a few calming minutes, before I could resume ferreting
through the rest of the documents.

The next day I had a similarly heady reaction when I found even
more to exonerate me. It was a small footnote in a United States
Government Sentencing Memorandum against the Scientologists for
their criminal activities that had led up to the FBI raid.

The footnote stated that the Church of Scientology had
“criminally framed Paulette Cooper with fake bomb threats.” That the
government was finally saying that Scientology did it – meaning they
now apparently viewed me as innocent of their charges against me –
made me almost as happy as the earlier GO document boasting that
Scientology did it. 

But the document I found most intriguing, and also incriminating,
was an “op” they plotted against me. They gave it the bizarre name
of “Operation Freakout.” As I had feared, for years, when
Scientology failed to put me in jail by framing me in the early ‘70s,
they plotted to repeat something similar a few years later. It was
outlined in an eerie six-page “covert op” dated April 1, 1976, three
years after the original frame-up.

The top page stated that the goal of “Operation Freakout” was to
get me “incarcerated in a mental institution or jail, or at least hit her
so hard that she drops her attacks.”

To accomplish my eradication, they suggested various
“channels,” in which Scientologists would impersonate me while
making bomb threats.  Some of the threats were to be done in



person, some by phone, and some by mail again. They even
suggested ways to get my fingerprint on a piece of paper again.

This time, instead of sending the letters to themselves, as they
had originally done to me, some of the threats were to go to then-
Secretary of State, Henry Kissinger. Others were to go to Arab
embassies to make it seem like a Jewish person had written the
letters, and also to a local laundromat.  Go figure.

Scientology was confident that Operation Freakout would be
successful because, as one Scientologist wrote in the last and most
incriminating of the smoking gun documents I found in the files:
“This…should really have her put away.  Worked with all the other[s]
…The FBI already think[sic] she did the bomb threats on the C of S
[Church of Scientology.]”
 

One thing marred my joy at finally seeing the documents that
proved Scientology had framed me. After I found the “Jerry”
documents, I immediately called the office of my former boyfriend,
Bob, the one who had left me during the frame-up. Even though
years had passed since our last contact, I still held out the hope we
might get back together one day.

I reached his secretary. “I’m an old friend of Bob’s and want to
send him a Christmas card,” I told her.  “I forgot his wife’s name,” I
lied.

Then, I held my breath, hoping she would say he wasn’t
married.

She gave me the name of his wife – and his children.
I hung up the phone, put my head down on my desk, and cried.

Not just for losing Bob, but for the years of a much different and
happier life that I had lost.
 

Other than that, 1981 was a wonderfully exciting time for me.
Everything was finally clicking. The Grand Jury was continuing. The
seized documents proving I had been framed not only made me feel



great, but my lawyers also incorporated them in their actions. They
were particularly helpful in my suit against Scientology in New York.
That was being handled by a top lawyer, Paul Rheingold. He had
represented Ralph Nader years earlier when he was being harassed
by General Motors, after he exposed their Corvair’s dangers.

Paul and I had instituted a suit against Scientology in the early
‘70s, at the beginning of my harassment, thinking it might make them
leave me alone. Unfortunately, it had the opposite effect. Now, Paul
amended that suit, and we charged Scientology with the proofs of
the frame-up I had found in the Washington files.   

I was so confident, OK cocky, that everything was going to turn
out well, that I even risked another lawsuit against me by speaking
out against Scientology in the town that had become their
headquarters: Clearwater, Florida. It was scary, but exciting, to
speak in a stadium before 3,000 people. I also felt vindicated when I
received three standing ovations – and the key to the city. 

I was also delighted with all the anti-Scientology stories that
were appearing all over the country, some of which I was responsible
for. The San Francisco Chronicle headlined the story of my frame-
up. Reader’s Digest did a major story on the FBI’s seized
documents, and what Scientology had done to me.  People
magazine ran a full-page photo and story on me.

 

Paulette and Mike Wallace of 60 Minutes
 



Best of all, 60 Minutes, then the most-watched news show in
America, did a 17-minute story on Scientology that included my
frame-up. I was treated like a hero, and sympathetically interviewed
by Mike Wallace.

But afterward, the Scientologists were up to their usual dirty
tricks. Right after the program aired, a Scientology legal
representative called me. He told me they were going to sue 60
Minutes, “and we’re going to add you to the suit unless…” he told
me.

He then offered me a chance to save myself if I went along with
his plan to destroy the segment’s producer in revenge for the
program. Although the producer was a married man, and my
relationship with him had been brief and professional, the
Scientologist asked me to invite him to my apartment.

He didn’t spell out exactly what he wanted me to do once I got
him there.  But I knew what Scientology had done to a judge who
had consistently ruled against them: they secretly videotaped a
setup sexual liaison.

I refused the offer.
As a result, I worried for months afterward that Scientology

would sue me for the program. They never did.  Nor did they sue 60
Minutes. My segment ran again a few years later.

It is now available on the Internet. 
 

While I was in Washington going through the documents in the
boxes, I received a call from a private investigator named Dick Bast.
When we got together, he had an interesting offer.  “I represent a
wealthy father in Switzerland whose daughter committed suicide
when she was in Scientology,” he told me.

I knew of a few suicides in Scientology, so I wasn’t surprised. 
“Who’s the family?” I asked.

“He doesn’t want anyone to know who he is yet.  But he’s ready
to spend millions to get revenge and put Scientology out of



business.”
I liked this already.
“He hired me to find someone who could tell him where to put

his money. Everyone says you’re the one who knows everything.”
It all sounded wonderful – but I foresaw a problem. I told Dick I

had a deposition coming up soon, and I knew it would be challenging
to keep something this major quiet. Dick shook his head. “My client
says that if anyone finds out about this, that’s the end of the project,”

I was torn. This avenging father, this White Knight, was a dream
come true. I wasn’t going to let a little white lie at a deposition stop
me. I assured Dick that I would keep everything we did together
secret from the Scientologists. If questioned about anything where it
might come out, I would say, “I can’t recall. I’ve gotten pretty good at
doing that,” I added, before explaining why I had to do it.

I was always queried during depositions, not only about my
secret anti-Scientology activities, but also those of other Scientology
enemies as well. Had I answered the Scientology lawyers’ questions
truthfully, Scientology would have harassed and sued those people.
To protect them, I would sometimes say “I don’t remember.” That
was sort of true, because I had trained myself to conjure up an
empty screen in my mind.  That way, all I was visualizing was a
blank slate when I said I couldn’t recall.

But deep down, I knew I was being deceptive. I justified it
because whenever my lawyers took the depositions of Scientology
members, we were lucky if some of them remembered their names.
But the fact that some were egregiously lying didn’t excuse it in my
mind. It especially bothered me that I had almost gone to jail during
the frame-up rather than lie under oath. And now I was sort of doing
exactly that.

But after promising him discretion on this project – something I
was never good at – I was hired.
 



I loved the job, but quickly grew to dislike Dick. He looked and
acted like the former Marine that he was: tall and thin with tight hair,
barking orders at me as if I were a recalcitrant recruit. “You call this
guy and find out what he’s doing…” he would demand. I was so
afraid of the father not funding the best ways to fight Scientology,
that I timidly said and did whatever Dick wanted.

I would gladly have done this work for free, as I had been doing
something similar for years. Figuring out who to help. But Dick paid
me $500 a week, which was like $1500/weekly today.  It was less
than I was making at the time writing for the tabloids.  But I didn’t
care, especially since Dick also paid for all my expenses, including a
nice room for me at the elegant Washington Hilton.

Each day, for almost a month, I worked with Dick in the paneled
basement office of his house in the suburbs of Virginia. In the
evenings, I usually went to my hotel and made phone calls, mostly to
the people the father might help.

 

Paulette and John Seffern



 
I confided in only two people about the project. Every evening, I

called my Canadian counterpart, Nan McLean.  I also told another
totally trustworthy lawyer-friend, John Seffern. When Dick told me he
needed an assistant, “Hire John,” I suggested.  “He’s a good lawyer.
I talk to him all the time about my legal problems, and he needs
money because Scientology destroyed his practice.”

Dick hired John, and I was glad to help him.
I had known John since the beginning of my fight against

Scientology. He always offered free legal advice to me, and others,
who were fighting the cult. But when Scientology found out, they
retaliated by destroying his practice. He was now a disbarred lawyer,
working as a process server.  Dick’s money came in handy.
 

One weekend, I returned to New York to take care of some legal
matters. John took the train after me, because Dick had wanted to
talk to him about something.  John called me late that afternoon,
mysteriously telling me he was at a payphone. In his deep baritone
voice, he said, “Meet me in 15 minutes at the Front Porch
restaurant.”

When I got there and sat down, John dropped the bombshell. I
can still hear those words in my ears, words that have not been
softened by time; words that still vividly explode in my memory.

“Dick Bast is actually working for Scientology,” John told me.
I almost collapsed.  It was like that Grand Jury moment all over

again. I grabbed the rounded sides of the chair I was seated on to
stop my shaking as I zoned out. I felt as if I was out of my body, in
some kind of fog, looking down at John. I was listening to him, but
not physically there, as he continued with his awful news.

“Dick confided in me that there is no father seeking revenge
against Scientology who will bring them down,” John told me. “Dick
made him up.” John continued, explaining that Dick told him he had
been hired by Scientology to destroy my lawsuits against them, and



also to learn what everyone else was doing against them so they
could destroy them too.

I began to sweat and shake. I thought I might throw up.  I could
barely hear John, who was now telling me something else that had
happened during his earlier meeting with Dick. “That cocksucker
offered me $10,000 as a starter if I would secretly tape you
whenever we discussed legal matters together,” said John.
“Scientology wants me to help them learn what your litigation plans
are.”  

I was dumbstruck, still in my fog.
But what John told me next was so devastating, that it brought

me back to earth and made me sit bolt upright in my chair. “Dick
taped and videotaped every single conversation you had with him in
his office.”

“No,” I cried out, in disbelief and dismay.  But then it almost got
worse.  “Dick also put a bug on your telephone at the Hilton, and he
has tapes of all your conversations there too.”

I sank down in my chair. Mortifying memories flooded over me. 
Not only of all the things I had foolishly said to Dick in his office, but
also to others on my hotel room phone. I cringed as I realized that it
wasn’t only what related to Scientology that would cause trouble. In
several of my calls to Nan, I had revealed the name and details of an
inappropriate relationship I’d had with an FBI agent, along with some
other indiscretions.

That was bad, but I knew that the statements with the worst
consequences to me would be those I had foolishly said to Dick on
that first day.  When I promised him that at my forthcoming
deposition I would have “amnesia” about our work together, that I
had done it before, and that I had become pretty good at “forgetting.”
         And all of my incriminating words had been secretly recorded.
 

I didn’t have to wait long for Scientology to release inculpating
portions of my conversations, and for the ugly fallout to begin. Since



I was no longer a credible witness, having basically admitted to lying
under oath, I couldn’t blame Paul Rheingold for telling me he would
no longer represent me in my New York suit against Scientology.

Even more devastating: after pinning my hopes for years on the
Grand Jury looking into my frame-up, the FBI agents I was working
with said it would disband because I was now useless as the main
witness, for the same reason: lack of credibility.

I was heartbroken that I would never get justice.  That I would
never get revenge. And with my big mouth, I had not only betrayed
myself, but many others who’d been working undercover against
Scientology.

I figured it was all over.

Attorney Michael Flynn
 

Not quite.  A Boston lawyer named Michael Flynn learned what
had happened. “Who cares about the Bast tapes?” he said, as he
looked at me with his striking blue eyes that made all his female
clients melt. “I’ve listened to the whole tapes,” he said dismissively. 
“If you play them in their entirety, you can hear Dick Bast trying to
intimidate you into saying what you did.”

“I sounded pretty bad,” I admitted ruefully.



“The jurors won’t care,” Mike reassured me with a shrug of his
hand as if he was pushing the jurors away.  “What Scientology’s
done to you over the years is so outrageous, including hiring Bast to
destroy you, that jurors won’t care what you said on those tapes.”

Those were exactly the words I wanted to hear. And when Mike
offered to handle my cases abandoned by my other lawyers, I was
delighted to give them to him.  Furthermore, this savior would go on
not only to handle my cases, but to file a class-action suit earlier
against Scientology.  It was mostly on behalf of disgruntled former
members. I joined – although I had never been a member – and so
did a myriad of mostly former members, who were now willing to go
public for the first time.

Some wanted revenge. Many, frankly, were motivated by money,
since they now had a financial reason to risk the inevitable
harassment that would follow them when they “came out.” Even
Nibs, L Ron Hubbard Jr., who had flip-flopped all his life, smelled
more money with Flynn than Scientology had given him.  He joined
the suit under his new name, Ronald Edward DeWolf.

Money and revenge weren’t the only motivating factors for
people who joined the suit. Some felt guilty over what they had done
under Scientology’s direction. Like a former member who admitted to
me that he was the one whom Scientology had sent to the office of
my former psychiatrist in Boston, Dr. Stanley Cath, to steal my
records. Mike instituted a strong separate suit for 25 million dollars
on my behalf against Scientology in Boston for that outrage.

I met other class-action defendants who were involved in my
harassment as well. There was the former member who told me he
had been sent around to remove my book from libraries. (He is now
an immigration lawyer.)  Still another defector, who is Jewish, wrote
to me that he felt guilty when he found out after he left Scientology
that his “enemy” was a Holocaust survivor.

Len Zinberg admitted that he was the one who delivered the
pages of my teenage diary – the one in which I said I hated my



parents – to my father’s office.  He later e-mailed me apologetically:
“You have suffered more than any human being should for the
simple ‘crime’ of writing and speaking the truth…Before I leave this
earth, it is my sincerest hope to be worthy of your forgiveness.”

Another former member who became part of the suit admitted
that she once heard talk in Scientology of a possible potential
murder – of me. Margie Wakefield signed an affidavit swearing that
she had attended a Scientology meeting in which, “The second
murder that I heard planned was of Paulette Cooper, who had written
a book critical of Scientology, and they were planning to shoot her.”

I was not surprised.  But one revelation was unexpected. I heard
it second-hand.  It seems a former member followed my mother to
her beauty parlor. She sat herself down in the chair next to my
mother and struck up a conversation with her. This Scientologist
posed as the mother of an unmarried Jewish son, a “nice Jewish
boy,” “a great catch,” and tried to get my mother to fix me up on a
date with her “son.”

The “son” was a secret Scientologist, whom they hoped would
become another spy in my life, like Jerry.
 

What Happened Later
I try to forget most of what happened from 1971 to 1985, but the pain
still lingers. Nineteen-seventy-three has stubbornly become a
benchmark in my life. Whenever I hear that something happened,
say, in 1976, I think, “Three years after the frame-up.”

I don’t like watching courtroom dramas, or anything about the
FBI, or movies or TV shows in which innocent people are accused of
crimes. I shudder when I read that a lie detector has been used to
establish if someone is supposedly innocent or guilty. For several
years after the frame-up, I would get a stabbing feeling in my heart
whenever I heard words like “indict” and “frame,” even when the



former was used in a literary sense, and the latter was related to
photographs.  Now, the words no longer hold any charge.

But each year, I think about the bomb threats on the anniversary
of the dates they were sent. I also still get a slightly sickening feeling
whenever I enter a lawyer’s office. I imagine, though, that it might be
true even for people who didn’t undergo 19 lawsuits and 50 days of
depositions.

I occasionally hear about someone who was involved in the
events of those years, and not all of what I read upsets me.  I would
be lying if I said I wasn’t pleased to learn that Dick Bast died in
2001.  He was 68 and buried in Quantico National Cemetery. His
headstone included the fact that during the Korean War, he had
received a purple heart. I was surprised to read that this reptilian
Bast-ard had a heart at all!

I was also pleased when I read in the New York Post that the lie
detector examiner who put me in such legal jeopardy, Natale
Laurendi, died of leukemia in 1999, at the age of 75.

Nibs, L Ron Hubbard Jr., aka Ronald Edward DeWolf, died in
1991 of diabetes, although it should have been of perfidy. With the
way he flip-flopped working with and against Scientology, I hope they
nailed his body into the casket so he couldn’t turn again.

I was unhappy to learn that the Scottish reporter, Roy Wallis,
who had interviewed me and Nibs while I was under indictment,
committed suicide in 1990.  He blew his brains out at the age of 45
when his estranged wife refused to take him back.

My friend Nan McLean made it to the age of 97, helping
Canadians get out of Scientology right up until the end, in 2019.

Unfortunately, John Seffern, my lawyer-friend who turned down
much-needed money from Dick Bast to betray me, left this world in
1999. John was once an Air Force pilot, and used the Veterans
Administration for medical matters.  They were so incompetent that
when a doctor gave him an injection, the needle broke off,
penetrating his arm, killing him.



My feelings about my main criminal lawyers are best left unsaid,
especially because of the $19,000 they ultimately cost my parents
and me – the equivalent of almost $100,000 today—which included
a charge of $5,000 for a trial when there was none. With all my
expenses, the frame-up cost me and my parents $27,000 or the
equivalent of around $140,000 today.

I had to laugh when I read a news story years later that my
former law firm was representing a man who got so drunk on an
airplane flight that he crapped on the food tray.  I wasn’t as amused
another time when I read that they were representing Reverend
Moon. I would have thought that after working with me on
Scientology, they would have learned enough about cults that they
would not want to help the head of another major one.  

Speaking of cults, my Boston attorney, Michael Flynn, stopped
fighting Scientology, and settled his class-action suit (without me). I
was surprised when I heard he became a follower of a meditation
group that many consider to also be a cult.
 

Not all of those whose names come up in the news on my you-
know-what list are lawyers. Tony Pellicano, the private investigator
who was supposed to help me during the frame-up, was arrested for
racketeering, conspiracy, and wire fraud.  He was sentenced to five
years in jail.

Then there was Bruce Brotman, the pompous FBI agent who
brilliantly decided that the Scientologists were innocent, and that I
had sent the bomb threats.  After he left the FBI, he went to work in
security at an airport. He then received some bad publicity in the
newspapers, and was briefly suspended when he got caught skirting
his own security. In defense, he pompously declared: “I make the
rules.”

 



Paulette and Tony Ortega
 

I also learned something else about him, which infuriated me.
Right after he worked at the FBI on my case, he received a letter of
commendation for “solving” it.

As for the Scientologists who were involved in trying to destroy
me, I learned the real name of my roommate, “Jerry Levin,” years
later. He was actually Italian. Scientology gave him a Jewish name,
probably in the belief that I would trust him more if he was my
religion.

Tony Ortega, ace reporter, was the one who tracked “Jerry”
down a few years ago. “Jerry” was working in his family business,
and living in Long Island, not far from where I had a summer house. I
considered going there and confronting him, but I didn’t think I would
do any better than Tony had.

Tony had tried to interview an unflappable “Jerry” by phone for
his book, The Unbreakable Miss Lovely. Tony wrote in his book that
when he asked “Jerry” about me, “Jerry” first said he didn’t
understand the question. When Tony repeated it, “Jerry” added, “I’m
sorry, I don’t even understand what language you’re talking. I guess
you have the wrong person,” he said, and hung up.

Most of the Scientologists involved in my frame-up seem to still
be believers, even though Scientology claims they kicked them out
of the Church. The complainant against me, James Meisler’s, name



not only still appears in their current internal documents, but so does
the name of someone who is probably his daughter.

Some of the higher-ups involved in my frame-up, who would
know the details of what was done to me, are dead. Or, they have
been “incarcerated” for years in what Scientology calls the “RPF” for
“rehabilitation.” Those who have gotten out describe it as basically a
prison, in which people remain for years. They will probably never
get out. Or talk. That’s why I don’t think I will ever find out more
about who the woman was who came to my apartment and handed
me the clipboard.  As to exactly how they got my fingerprint, I will
wonder about that for the rest of my life.

        By 1984, I started seriously thinking about quitting my crusade.
I had studied Scientology for 16 years and had spent 15 of them
working to expose and try to stop them.  I began daydreaming about
what it would be like to have a normal harassment-free life.  What it
would be like not to have the unabating pain in the pit of my stomach
whenever I went to the mailroom, or picked up the telephone, always
fearful it might be more lawsuits, more legal bills, more subpoenas
for more depositions, more anonymous letters, or other harassing
things they did to me too numerous to enumerate. 

I began to think that without the Scientology albatross around
my neck, I might even find the right person to marry. That is, if I
could ever trust someone after “Jerry” and Dick Bast. And please,
not another lawyer.  In the last few years of my crusade, when I had
started cautiously dating again, it was mostly lawyers (free advice!). I
dated enough of them that they could have started their own law
firm.

 



Leah Remini, Paulette and Paul Noble
 

Another reason I wanted to quit was that I didn’t like watching
my moral compass point south. I had justified “forgetting” things
under oath because I was protecting others from harm.  But I knew
that if I continued fighting Scientology, I would face more
depositions, and might have to engage in more lies. I vowed that
from then on, I would always only tell the truth under oath, and that
would have hurt a lot of people.

The main reason I was comfortable with the thought of
abandoning my fight, though, was that others had stepped in.
Happily, I wasn’t needed anymore.  Mike Flynn had developed a
network of former members who were finally willing to speak out
against Scientology.

Once the press was finally able to stop worrying about lawsuits,
some extraordinary books, articles, and TV shows came out.  Like
Janet Reitman’s extraordinary exposé, Inside Scientology. And Larry
Wright’s incredible book, Going Clear. And Leah Remini’s shocking
Troublemaker.  Terrific TV shows and docuseries also popped up,
such as Alex Gibney’s Going Clear, which was based on Larry
Wright’s book.



 
The most impact, though, continues to come from two people:

Tony Ortega and Leah Remini.  Leah teamed up with the former
number three man in Scientology (I consider Tom Cruise to be
number two), Mike Rinder, to produce an incredible cable series
called Leah Remini:  Scientology and the Aftermath. The duo now
also has a podcast titled Fair Game, which focuses on the
harassment of critics by Scientology. A rich subject. Unfortunately. 
And Tony has a podcast on the disappearance of the current leader,
David Miscavige’s wife, Shelly, who is rumored to be permanently
stuck in RPF for the crime of displeasing her tyrannical husband.

Tony Ortega, who is anathema to Scientology, is an incredibly
courageous and talented journalist, who I jokingly say “took over my
job.”  Every day, tens of thousands of people read Tony’s blog called
“The Underground Bunker” (tonyortega.org), which details something
interesting or nefarious going on in Scientology.

Although I always say that my definition of a collaborator is
someone you’re no longer talking to, Tony and I successfully
collaborated to compile some of his favorite articles from his diurnal
blog into a book that came out a few years ago. We titled it:
Battlefield Scientology: Exposing L. Ron Hubbard’s Dangerous
“Religion.”

But Scientology’s main enemy for the last two decades has not
been a book or a person, but a thing: the Internet. That has hurt
them more than anything else, because it does what I once did: it
brings people together, and enables them to learn the truth about
Scientology.
 

When I first left the cause in 1985, I despaired that after all my
work, I had failed because Scientology survived. Today, it has less
than 20,000 members worldwide, while there were probably around
150,000 when I started exposing them. But I have learned that you



can’t save the world; all you can hope to do is help some of the
people in it.

Apparently, I succeeded, because every week, I get e-mails
from people who got out of Scientology because they saw me, or
heard me on Leah’s shows, or read about me on Tony’s blog, or read
my Scandal of Scientology book, which I posted for free on my
website at www.paulettecooper.com.

My favorite e-mail was from a man in his 40s, who left
Scientology

after reading my book.  He married, has four children, of which two
were twins, and he runs a computer company that employs 50
people. He wrote to tell me that he feels that I am responsible for the
happiness he now enjoys.

I also feel happy when I’m occasionally recognized and
remembered for my work against Scientology so many years ago.
Although I’ve received nine writing awards – frankly, most minor – for
my various books and articles, in 1992 I received a prestigious
journalism award for my anti-Scientology activism.

 

Paulette receiving Conscience-in-Media Award
 



It was the “Conscience-in-Media Award” from the American
Society of Journalists & Authors. I asked my parents to attend the
awards luncheon with me, which they reluctantly did. 

For years, they had avoided having anything to do related to my
fight against Scientology. It brought back too many ugly memories.
So, I watched for their reactions out of the corner of my eye while the
host gave an embarrassingly laudatory speech about me, and what I
had done as the first person to really expose Scientology.

When he was finished, my mother pulled her chair out, stood up,
and walked over to me.  “I’m so proud of you,” she said as she
hugged me.

“We’re so proud of you,” my father added.
It was one of the happiest moments of my life.

 
Early in March of 1985, Scientology and I settled all our

lawsuits. I don’t think it was long after when I received a call from
one of their private investigators, who, incidentally, now runs a bar in
Mexico. Curiosity led me to agree to meet him at his request at the
Grand Hyatt Hotel lobby.

He chatted idly for a few minutes and then told me why he was
there. “We’ll start you with $200,000 in cash if you would continue to
be the go-to person for those having problems with Scientology,” he
said, oblivious to my body language which was saying, “Are you out
of your mind?” He blithely continued on. “Don’t tell anyone you’ve
settled, and Scientology’s enemies will still all confide in you.”

I was so shocked – although by then I shouldn’t have been –
that I hardly heard him as he told me that he wanted me to secretly
pass on to him whatever I learned from Scientology’s enemies, for
which I would be paid even more money for each revelation. 

I turned the offer to spy for Scientology down. 
One prominent writer did not. For years, after I settled, I foolishly

trusted someone because of his incredible credentials. He wrote
regularly for Vanity Fair and co-authored a bestseller with James



Patterson. Over several lunches through the years, John Connelly
kept telling me he was thinking of writing a book on Scientology. I
filled him in on what was happening to encourage him to finally write
his book.

His cover was blown a few years ago when a major Scientology
defector revealed that John was on Scientology’s payroll for over 20
years. This worm conducted a spy operation, probably similar to
what they wanted me to do. John died as this book was going to
press. Karma.

Since Scientology seems to always have someone spying on
their enemies, every once in a while, I wonder who among my
“friends” is reporting to them about me now.
 

I still get a lot of questions about Scientology,
and I usually answer as follows.  What is Scientology? (“A cross
between the Moonies and the Mafia.”) Will Tom Cruise leave
Scientology (“He’ll leave around the time I join.”) How can I get off
their mailing list? (“You’ll die first.”) Do you still speak out against
Scientology? (“Yes, occasionally, because no one can stop me from
telling the truth.”) Does Scientology still harass you? (“No, they go
after their big current enemies now – Leah, Mike, and Tony – along
with some former members when they speak out against them.”)
Does the Guardians Office still exist?  (“Yes, they call it B-1 now, and
they’re still pulling some of the same stuff, but not as bad.  Although
as recently as 2016, they claimed to have received a bomb
threat…”) How do you feel about Scientology celebrities? (“I won’t
watch anything with Tom Cruise, John Travolta, or Elizabeth Moss in
it.  Why support Scientology?”) Is Scientology all you write about?
(“I’ve written 26 books and only two were about Scientology.”) Why



did you continue to expose Scientology after you wrote your book?
(“After my book came out, so many people who didn’t know where to
turn to came to me with horrendous stories about how they had been
bankrupted, harassed, cut off from their family, etc. I couldn’t turn my
back on them.”) What does Scientology say about what they did to
you? (“That it was done by ‘rogue Scientologists, acting on their own,
who are no longer Scientologists’ – all three are false – and that ‘it
happened a long time ago, so it doesn’t really matter.’” My response:
“World War II happened a long time ago but that doesn’t mean we
should forget it.”) 

I don’t want to leave the impression that every moment of every
year was pure, unrelenting misery.  In a way, I lived the life I

chose then.  I didn’t want to just be a housewife and mother; I
wanted to write something that would make the world better. But I
was young, naïve, and idealistic, and got in way over my head.  I
consistently hurt myself by being too trusting, and too talkative.

Yet, I did meet some wonderful people, and most of the time, I
enjoyed what I was doing. I like helping others and making people
happy.  And in the end, my crusade indirectly led to something that
made me happy.

In the mid-60s, when I was in my mid-20s, I met a man named
Paul Noble and briefly dated him.  We met at the home of a lawyer
named Albert Podell. Over the years, I had occasionally discussed
my legal quagmire with Albert, who was a brilliant lawyer.  I retained
him to negotiate a settlement with Scientology directly.

 



Albert Podell
 

I had decided to break away from Michael Flynn’s class-action
suit after I saw more and more people joining it. It was obvious that
once there was an almost inevitable settlement, my piece of the pie
was going to be eaten up by all the other defendants, and I would
come out better financially by settling my cases individually.

Working with Al renewed our friendship. Through him, I bumped
into Paul Noble again, whom I hadn’t seen in 19 years. I didn’t have
to worry that Paul was a Scientology spy because I had dated him
before I had written a single word about Scientology. 

If not for Scientology, Albert and I may not have renewed our
friendship. I probably wouldn’t have bumped into Paul again. And I
might never have had the opportunity Paul has given me to have a
wonderful later chapter of my life. 

In which I try to forget the earlier part, the Scientology part.


